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Lagoen Hill 16
Price:  USD 449.000

Location:  Antriol

Bathrooms:  3

Bedrooms:  3

Lot size:  1.200 m2

Built up size:  150 m2

Description Well maintained detached house with 1 bedroom and a
spacious porch with panoramic views. There are also 2 studios that
are attached to the house. The house was modernized 2-3 years
ago and made ready for long term rental. The main house was
previously a studio and a one bedroom apartment, which could
easily be returned to this capacity if needed. The main house also
has the possibility to expand into a 3 bedroom house. Layout You
enter the house through the front of the house and you
immediately enter the cozy living room with tiled floor. If you
continue, you will reach the kitchen (2018), which also offers space
for a dining room table. The kitchen also has its own exit to the
garden. From the living area you enter the kitchen which also
provides access to the bedroom and bathroom. The bedroom has
air conditioning, which is rarely used. The bedroom is well on the
wind, so it is always pleasant. On the side is a very spacious porch of
over 20 square meters. From this terrace you have a truly
unobstructed view over the countryside. Enjoy the sunset that the
island offers you with a nice hammock. On the back side of the
porch there are closed storage rooms with a connection for a
washing machine, under the porch is a large storage space that can
be used very well for the storage of your diving gear. you can also
rinse off under the outdoor shower with a free and wide view. The
house is distinguished by the fact that it gives residents a surprising
amount of privacy. Technical information The house was
modernized in 2019-2020. The original porch is made of concrete
underneath, so you can easily turn it into an extra bedroom, which
also applies to the back porch. The house has been extended with a
spacious porch with full cover. Infrastructure has been built to keep
the internet in the studios stable for the guests. all pipes and drains
that were removed during the renovation are still accessible and
intact for possible construction repair to 2 different units. The
house is equipped with a boiler, which provides the entire house
with hot water. Residential house: 90m2 studios: 37 m2 each
Storage room: 8m2 Extra 20ft container storage wich you can
remodel into a studio.  Porch: 20m2 Surroundings Lagoen Hill is a
quiet residential area with detached houses, located just 8 minutes
from the center of Kralendijk. Pros + Well maintained home + Lots
of privacy + Nice view of farmlands + Parking on site also for guests
+ Almost fully fenced Destination plan View the plan map: Ruimtelijk
ontwikkelingsplan Bonaire Read the zoning plan description:
Woongebied-II For more information or a viewing, contact me today
at  ��+599 7018271 �� gita.pendjol@kwbonaire.com
�� https://blinq.me/WPT5VCrSwQna
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